
MILD           3D shapes 

L.I. I can identify 3D shapes and describe their properties 

First, watch this youtube video for a recap on 3D shapes and real life objects: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpNdAf7NOWI 

 

Now look at the pictures of 3D objects to the left.  

                 Draw these objects and write which type of 3D shape     

                   each one is (sphere, cone, cylinder, cube, cuboid).  

 

Now look at this picture. Can you 

collect objects from around your house 

– try to find as many different shapes as 

possible and see if you can identify the 

faces (flat or curved parts of the shape), 

edges (where two faces meet) and the 

corners or vertices.   

 

Take photographs of what you have found!  

 

Extension: for more 3d shape learning, click here: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zjv39j6/articles/zcsjqty 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpNdAf7NOWI
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zjv39j6/articles/zcsjqty


SPICY         3D shapes  

L.I. I can identify 3D shapes and describe their properties  

 

 

Now, go around 

your house and find as many 3d objects that you can. Can you find a… 

- Cube?   - Cuboid?   - Sphere?  

- Cylinder?  - pyramid?  

Now decide on a way to group the items. For example, you could find all the objects 

with more than 3 vertices, or the objects that have a curved face.  

Practise making groups like this- you can change your group names as many times as 

you want (you may have to take all your shapes out of the previous groups in order to 

start a new one).  

 

Take photos as you go along!  

 

Extension: click on the owl to practise more on 3d shapes!  
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- 3d shapes are all around us and the shape of objects are important so that they work in the best way 

possible. For example, books are cuboid shape as they pack together well and are easy to store. Answer 

these questions about real life 3d shapes: 

o Why do you think an ice cream cone is a cone shape?  

o Why do you think a playing ball is a sphere shape?  

o Think of 3 other objects which are 3d shapes and explain why it is important that they are the shape 

they are.  

 

Try this learning module on 3d Shapes from BBC Bitesize: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zwscf82 

 

 

on the 3d shape. One has been done 

for you. 
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zwscf82

